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university | leadership search

It’s time for a new president
3 p.m. announcement,
after the board of
trustees meeting

Who’s the next Lou?

By Ashley Rueff
Senior University Reporter

Structure will include
wiring for hot pots,
coffee makers
By Stephen Di Benedetto
Senior City Reporter

A new pavilion is being built at
Morton Park, but one part of the
pavilion carries a bit of Charleston
history.
The pavilion, on Lincoln
Avenue, will encompass a fireplace
that was a part of an old cabin built
by the Rennels family in 1836. City
council member Larry Rennels is a
distant member of the family.
“They lived there and donated
it to the Park District and the
cabin got in such bad shape that
they finally tore it down and kept
the fireplace,” said Bob Beavers,
secretary of the Township Park
District.
The Township Park District
is in control of Morton Park and
is separate from the city Park
District.
The district has three elected
board members and operates two
other parks.
Beavers said a few years later,
a pavilion was built in the 1960s,
with the fireplace making up one
side of it.
It was slowly deteriorating and
that was the main reason the park
district decided to replace the
pavilion, Beavers said.
“It’s a double-sided fireplace and
people use both sides,” said Steve
Whitley, treasurer of the Township
Park District. “People build fires
and have wiener roasts and in
the fall, people build fires to keep
warm.”
The new pavilion will be bigger
and will extend past the fireplace
so it is protected from the weather,
Whitley said. The new pavilion will
be one of three pavilions in Morton
Park.
Whitley said people use Morton
Park regularly, especially in the
summer during the Fourth of July.
He expects the new pavilion to be
occupied on a regular basis.
“This park gets a lot of use,”
Whitley said. “I mean, there are
lots of people here.”
Whitley said groups from
Charleston High School and
Eastern use the park on a daily basis
and anyone can reserve a space in
any of the pavilions, free of charge.
Beavers expects the structure
of the new pavilion to be done by
May 1, but the construction will
not be finished until later.
“We put in a heavy duty wiring
system so that people can bring
coffee makers, hot pots and things
like that,” Whitley said. “We have
to put enough circuits in so that
they don’t blow the circuits by
doing that. So, that takes a little
longer.”

A new era begins today with the
announcement of Eastern’s 11th
president.
President Lou Hencken will
be succeeded by one of the three
finalists named by the search
committee when his contract
expires June 30.
Today at 3 p.m., the Eastern
Board of Trustees will approve a
negotiated contract with either Sue
Kiefer Hammersmith, provost and
vice chancellor for academic affairs
at the University of WisconsinGreen Bay; Blair Lord, Eastern’s
provost and vice president for
academic affairs; or William Perry,
vice provost at Texas A&M.
A call was made to Perry’s office
Monday morning. A receptionist
said Perry was out of the office and

William Perry,
vice provost and
a professor of
mathematics
at Texas A&M 
University

Blair Lord,
provost and vice
president for
academic affairs
at Eastern

would not return until Thursday.
Hammersmith is scheduled to
meet with Pennsylvania’s Board
of Governors Wednesday, April
11, as one of three finalists in a
presidential search at Edinboro
University, Pennsylvania. The
Charleston Times-Courier reported
that a spokesperson at Edinboro
said Hammersmith would be at
the university today. She declined

Sue Kiefer
Hammersmith,
provost and vice
chancellor for
academic affairs
at the U of Wisc.Green Bay

to comment on the announcement
Monday evening. She was also
named one of four finalists in
the search for a new chancellor
at Southern Illinois University at
Carbondale.
“There will be a short executive
session, and then the board will
come out into open session and
make a resolution appointing the
new president,” said Robert Webb,

chair of the presidential search
advisory committee and vice chair
of Eastern’s Board of Trustees.
A press conference and a
reception for the new president will
follow the announcement.
“People will have a chance to ask
the new president some questions,”
Webb said. “I think there will be
a nice crowd there. There’s a lot of
interest in this.”
Details of the new president’s
contract will also be released today.
Webb said negotiations with the
chosen candidate have been going
on for the past two weeks.
President Hencken plans on
walking the new president from
Old Main to the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union’s Grand
Ballroom for the announcement
today. But after the announcement,
Hencken does not want to stick
around because he doesn’t want the
attention to be on him.
“It’ll be interesting to see how I
feel when I walk to Old Main from
the union because I will be walking
back by myself,” Hencken said.
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Pet Tropics employee Andrew Bulla of Charleston stocks a shelf with Eukanuba dog food on Monday. He is working near a sign from P & G Pet Care
stating that there is no melamine of aminoptern in any of the Iams or Eukanuba dry pet food on the store’s shelves.

Recall still worries pet owners
Sen. Durbin will hold
a panel Thursday
By Michelle Simek
Health and Science Reporter

Nearly a month since Menu
Foods issued a recall of many of
their pet foods, concerns still linger
in the Charleston community.
“The first couple weeks after the

recall were really hectic,” said Melissa
Walker, a veterinary technician at
Crestline Vet Clinic in Charleston.
“Most of the big scare has worn off
and everything seems to be back to
normal.”
According to the Food and Drug
Administration’s Web site, the recall
first occurred March 16 after Menu
Foods found melamine, a nitrogencontaining molecule that is used
industrially as a binding agent,

flame retardant and various other
uses, in the “cuts and gravy” styles
of their cat and dog foods.
Although melamine is speculated,
Peter Weber, executive director
of the Illinois State Veterinary
Medicine Association, said the
cause is still unknown.
“It was first thought to be rat
poison, then a chemical component
used in plastic, but right now no
one really knows what is causing the

food to be recalled,” he said. “The
impact this has had and will have is
also uncertain.”
Weber also explained that
veterinarians were sending just
kidney samples to laboratories but
now full tissue samples are being
requested to help determine what is
causing the deaths in animals.

»

see Pets, Page 5
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Lead vocalist and guitar Andy Masters (top), a freshman philosophy major; bass player Adam Schneider (left),
a sophomore music major; and drummer Bryant Fritz (right), a freshman biology major, all of the band Upon
the Eighth Night play during the University-Board sponsored Open Mic finals in the Grand Ballroom of the
Martin Luther King Jr. University Union on Monday night. The band won the Open Mic Night finals.
Read the story online at dennnews.com

No replacements for AB
Apportionment Board
has little time left,
little else to vote on
By Zach Nugent
AB Reporter

With just three weeks left in the
semester, the Apportionment Board
has little on its agenda. However,
with the removal of Skyler King
and the recent resignation of Scott
Parino, AB must conduct its business
with only nine voting members.
Since there is so little time left in
the semester, AB chair Levi Bulgar
said he does not intend to appoint
replacement members.
“We only have one, maybe two
more meetings to wrap things up,
and quorum as I see it, won’t be an

issue,” said Bulgar.
AB needs seven members to
meet quorum, and with budgeting
being finished, AB members do not
plan on voting on anything new
this year.
“The only thing that we need to
finish for this year is the COSGA
presentation, unless the Student
Senate disagrees with our budget
allocations, which is unlikely,” said
AB member Eric Wilber.
COSGA is the Conference on
Student Government Associations.
It was held Feb. 28 at Texas A & M.
The student government is
expected to make a presentation to
the board about the trip.
As for replacements, next
year’s AB chair will be in charge
of appointing at least two new
members.

“When I took over in office, I
had to put together a completely
new board with only two returning
members,” Bulgar said.
To be a part of AB, all a person
needs is to be a student at Eastern
and be appointed by the chair. Most
chair people conduct interviews,
but it is not necessary to do so.
“I think (the new chair) will
be looking for some leadership
experience” in new members, said
AB member Keith Darby.
Besides hearing the presentation
for the Conference on Student
Government
Associations,
AB
will review the past year in its next
meeting.
AB meets at 7 p.m. every
Thursday in the Arcola-Tuscola
Room in the Martin Luther King
Jr. University Union.
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Campus | Race Relations

Racism not just about slurs

B-I-N-G-O for county animal
rescue center at Moose Lodge

Student panel discusses
different forms of racism

»

The Charleston Moose Lodge and
Eastern’s electronic media relations
class are encouraging people to play
Bingo at the Moose Lodge at 7 tonight.
Bingo for Man’s Best Friend is a
fundraiser for the Coles County Animal
Rescue and Education Center.
A $3 donation will buy one card.
Players can buy four cards for $10.
Participants can win prizes, including
gift certificates and a free hotel stay.
Players must be 21 to enter. The
Moose Lodge is at 615 Seventh St.

By Beth Hackett
Senior Activities Reporter

Tristan Sodergren-Baar said when a bad
situation happens on campus, as a community, we
tend to let it fade from our memory after a while.
He said learning how others are affected by
racism is important because it’s not just about
racial slurs, but about becoming aware of other
racial backgrounds.
Four students made up an ethnically diverse
panel, which discussed personal experiences with
racism and stereotypes.
The panel was created to bring attention to
culture and provided a comfortable atmosphere
where the audience was encouraged to participate.
Sodergren-Baar, a junior history major and
member of the Asian-American Association, was the
mediator for the panel and said this particular panel
came about because it is Asian Heritage Month.
“I am very pleased with the turnout, but it would
have been nice to have a packed room,” he said.
Nearly 30 people attended the discussion
Monday in the Charleston-Mattoon Room in
the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.
The panelists told their stories in a lighthearted fashion, yet still portrayed how people
are negatively affected by racist remarks.
Mieko Fujiura, president of AAA, said she was
a little nervous about speaking to everyone.
“The main form of discrimination I have
experienced is stereotyping,” she said. “So I was
kind of afraid that my experiences weren’t going
to match up with the other panelists’ stories.”
However, the panel and audience members
did share similar experiences with her, and most
of those dealt with others being ignorant and
uninformed about diverse cultures.
“It was nice being able to get my opinions out
there and to hear other people’s opinions,” she
said. “And I liked that [the audience] wasn’t just
restricted to people of minority status; everyone
was able to participate.”
Jinhee Lee, assistant professor of history and

– Cathy Bayer, News Editor

BSU nominates next year’s
executive board

»
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Paul Willard, a graduate student in student affairs, discusses problems he sees on campus with a
lack of activism in Caucasian students when it comes to racial issues during the “Racial Slurs” panel
discussion in the Charleston-Mattoon Room at the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union on Monday.
AAA advisor, attended the discussion and shared
her own personal experience.
Due to her size, people often refer to Lee as a
girl instead of a woman.
“Normally, this would be a compliment for
a woman to receive, but it is actually a lack of
respect,” she said.
This is an example that racism isn’t always
shown in malicious or direct slurs; ignorance
counts as well.
Fujiura said she understands how it seems
each racial group hangs out with primarily their
own race on this campus.
“When you join a group or club, others within
that group become your friends and your people;
you become comfortable with each other,” she said.
She said she understands why that would seem

to create a visual distinction between groups, but
it is actually people forming ties.
The panel agreed that they do not choose to
hang out with people because of race; they hang
out with people based on common interests.
The panel compared estimated percentages of
Asian- and African-Americans to the amount of
Caucasian students on campus.
The fact that campus is predominantly
Caucasian gives good reason as to why one might
think minority members mostly hang out with
white people outside of their own race.
“We can’t let these things die in our conscious,”
Sodergren-Baar said. “Talk about it, and don’t
become desensitized by it.”
The AAA hopes to make discussion panels on
different topics a regular event.

university | beyond diversity

Faculty discuss prospect of day care center
Workshop considers
challenges faced by
non-traditional students
By Kaitlyn Lonkar
Staff Reporter

Students and faculty deal with
grades, deadlines and personal
issues. However, those issues may go
deeper than expected when it comes
to their age, religious affiliation and
if they have a disability.
These three topics were discussed
Monday at Faculty Development’s
final Beyond Diversity workshop
for the year.
“We’ve come a long way,” said
Kathy Waggoner, assistant director
of disabilities services.
At the session, Eastern’s campus
environment was described as nonhostile and therefore made students
of other religions comfortable to
express their beliefs. And although
a non-hostile environment is good,
there are going to be students
who pose a challenge to different
beliefs.
“Challenge is an everyday aspect
of life,” said Lisa Schmidt, a senior
special education major.
Eastern is also working with

campusbriefs
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Robert Augustine, dean of the graduate school, speaks about students
who come from different backgrounds and ethnic cultures at Monday’s
faculty development meeting in the University Ballroom.
scheduling, considering all students.
Lucy Campanis, associate
professor for family and consumer
sciences, explained the change in
class schedules to accommodate
non-traditional students.
“There are more weekend and night
classes because of student population
differences,” Campanis said.
Many limitations come with

being a non-traditional student.
Susan Hankenson, certification
officer of the graduate college,
explained that trying to get a
big turnout for activities held
specifically for non-traditional
students can be difficult.
“They would like to be a part
of campus more, but they have
limitations such as children or full

time jobs,” Hankenson said. “We
have tried to set up events, but the
turnouts are not always great.”
Some of the faculty attending
suggested that a day care center be
provided. It wouldn’t have to be
free, but students would at least
be more active in campus living.
As Wagner explained the benefits
for
non-traditional
students,
Hankenson couldn’t agree more.
“I think the project will be well
worth investing the money and the
time,” Hankenson said.
Most of the attendees said they
agreed on the success of the three
diversity workshops and would like
to see more.
“In all forms of Faculty
Development, Mildred (Pearson,
director of Faculty Development,)
has made marvelous improvements
and is way ahead of its time,” said
Charles Eberly, of counseling and
student development.
Some of the different workshops
include understanding how to
teach students with a learning
disability, how to deal with conflict
in the classroom and recognizing
and dealing with hostel students.
Faculty development encourages
suggestions for workshops faculty
would like to see in the future.

Nominations for the Black Student
Union’s 2007-08 executive board were
made at its meeting Monday night.
Charrell Barksdale and Sherri Smith
were nominated for president of BSU.
Keith Wise, Natasha Jones and
Tajanae Mallett were all nominated for
vice president.
James Griffin was nominated for
treasurer. Markiana Jackson got the
bid for parliamentarian, and Lauren
Hayes was nominated for administrative
assistant.
The nominees must make a 3minute minimum presentation at next
week’s meeting. BSU members will then
vote at the meeting.

Five finalists named for Bock
Public Speaking contest

»

Five contestants in the Bock Public
Speaking Contest moved past Monday’s
preliminary round.
Seniors Kristen DeVito (recycling),
Douglas McIntosh (healthy lifestyles)
and Sondra Hess (grass-fed animals),
and juniors Dan Cotter (abolishing
racism) and Andrew Wilder (smoking
bans) will compete in Wednesday’s final.
The final will begin at 7 p.m. in the
Coleman Hall Auditorium.
The winner will receive $300,
second place will win $200 and the
third-place winner will get $100.

– Marco Santana, Campus Editor

policereport
»

Burglary from Motor Vehicle – On
April 4, it was reported that speakers
and golf clubs were stolen from a blue
Toyota while it was parked in W lot on
Eastern’s campus.

»

Hit & Run – On April 4, it was
reported that a black 2001 Honda had
been struck and damaged by another
vehicle while it was parked in a Greek
Court parking lot.

»

Theft – On April 6, it was reported
that a silver/black Mongoose bicycle
was stolen from a bike rack at Carman
Hall.

Comments | Corrections |
events

To report any errors, local events or
general suggestions for future editions
please contact our news editor, Cathy
Bayer, via:
Phone | 581-7942,
E-mail | DENnewsdesk@gmail.com
Office visit | 1811 Buzzard Hall.
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ourview

E numbers
needed
With the mass purge of social security
from the higher education scene, Eastern
students have been switched over to E
numbers.
The Panther Card office has informed
students that if you lose your Panther Card
next year, you will not be reissued another
card without knowing your E number.
The E number is only written on your
Panther Card, so one forgetful day in the
food court when you brilliantly decide to
throw out your beloved P-card, you may
consider yourself screwed. But alas, do not
panic, for your friends at The Daily Eastern
News have some simple solutions to helping
your problems of absentmindedness.
Having eight digits, the E number may
be too long for people to remember. One
solution to this is to divide the number by
Pi and strap a graphing calculator to your
arm. While this may make you appear to be
a card-carrying member of Lambda Lambda
Lambda, you will always be able to revert
your new number back to your E number at
the drop of a factorial.
If math isn’t your thing, try a mnemonic
device. In biology, you remember the order
of classification by remembering King Paul
Came Over For Good Sex or Spaghetti.
With an E number like 12047360 try
something like this: 1-The number of dogs
you have, 2-The number of times you feed
him in a day, 0-Meaning no, 4-The number
of letters in Alpo, 7-The number of letters in
because, 3-The number of letters in rat, 6The number of letters in poison and 0-The
odds you have of remembering this.
The first seven numbers represent a
device that goes, “Feed dog twice a day but
no Alpo because of rat poison.” Plus, every
time you write it on a test, you will think to
yourself, “Did I feed Fido today?”
Not a literary genius either? That’s okay.
Why not just tattoo the number to your
body? It’s more respectable than a gang
symbol, and it will result in a great story for
your spouse and kids.
Just imagine using the excuse, “Honey,
I know I forgot to pick the baby up from
daycare, but you knew I was forgetful when
you married me,” as you flash the tattoo in
her face.
Have a fear of needles but still want to
share your E number with the masses? How
about putting it in the “Favorite Music”
section of your Facebook profile?
If anyone asks, just tell them you heard
E12047360 at Jerry’s.
If all else fails, move the plan to Death
Con Five. Move to room 120 of your hall.
Change your phone number to reflect the
other digits of your E number.
Simple formula. Room number plus
phone number. This is also a useful way
to purge unwanted people who got your
number that you think are so annoying you
would rather move to Borneo than talk to
them on the phone or elsewhere.
The easiest way to not forget your E
number is not lose your Panther Card, so
give it a name and learn to commit. You will
save yourself $20 that could be used else
where in your academic endeavors.
*To the best of our knowledge, no actual
E card numbers were used in the writing
of this editorial. Some dog’s names were
changes to protect the innocent.
The editorial is the majority opinion of The
Daily Eastern news editorial board.
Reach the Opinions editor at
DENopinions@gmail.com

drawn from the news |Adam Tedder

Featured blogger
“Bethune-Cookman plays its home games on
the same field that Jackie Robinson first
broke the color barrier in 1946 playing for
the Montreal Royals, the minor league team
for the Brooklyn Dodgers at that time. The
same number of black players start for
Bethune-Cookman this year as the Montreal
Royals had in 1946. One.”

Scott Richey

To comment.....
The Daily Eastern News welcomes responses to our original content.
For consideration, e-mail letters to DENopinions@gmail.com.
All letters to the editor may be edited for accuracy, clarity and length.
Letters 250 words or fewer have the best chance of being published.
Only letters that include a name, address and phone number that are verified by The

DEN will be considered for print publication.

You may also choose to join in conversations taking place online by going to www.
dennews.com.

Get a 3.0
Or You Go
I know how to bring our troops home
without abandoning the Iraqi people.
You cannot watch the war even if you
wanted to because the major networks—
FOX, CNN, NBC, etc—are owned by the
same corporations that are making billions
of dollars off the war. VP Cheney, who
dodged—sorry—received five deferments
from the draft during the Vietnam War,
until recently held a senior position in
Halliburton, which makes enormous
money from this endless mess. The Bush
administration has failed to secure Iraq
because this war, like many wars, is a
business venture being sold to the American
people, who pay the bill with their tax
dollars and their sons and daughters.
It’s time for a draft.
Let’s wake up America with a draft of
men and women between the ages of 18 and
22 who do not work forty hours a week or
who do not have a 3.0 grade point average
in a college at which they are enrolled as
full-time students.
We have about 160,000 troops in Iraq
right now, which means only 40,000 are
combat soldiers, because for every combat
soldier there are three support personnel:
military police, transportation, medical,
food services, etc—soldiers in the rear with
the gear. Subtract another 10,000 troops to
account for those who guard things like the
airstrips and the FOB’s (forward operating
bases). That leaves 30,000 combat soldiers
trying to secure a country of more than
twenty-five million.
I talked with an Iraqi War vet who
says they could have used 30,000 soldiers
to secure Ramadi, a city of 400,000 just
75 miles west of Baghdad. His company
patrolled the Tammin and 5 Kilo sectors, an
area numbering about 100,000 people. His
patrol shift consisted of twenty-two men
in four Bradley fighting vehicles and three
humvees.
Our soldiers can contain a city; but we
can’t accomplish much of anything. The
enemy watches us and has cell phones.
They see us coming; they leave. We ransack
all the houses; we leave. They simply return.
Or we get reports from marine pilots or
the UAV’s (unmanned aerial vehicles) that
spot insurgents and we rush to the given
coordinates but by the time we arrive the
enemy is long gone.
This isn’t the jungles of Vietnam or the
mountains and caves of Afghanistan. Iraq
is an open desert. The logistics of not only
containing but completely controlling and
securing these cities are easy. It’s recruiting
that is the challenge for our military.
Strategic moves like calling a recruiting
office a “career center” and luring high
school students to join the National Guard
just aren’t producing the number of soldiers
needed.
The war in Iraq will continue until the
American people yell loud enough for it
to stop; but if you’re the average American
you are not only clueless about what’s really
happening in Iraq, you don’t really care.
You’re distracted by Anna Nicole Smith’s
breasts—dead or alive—Brad Pitt’s latest
baby purchase, or who’s on American Idol.
You watch “reality shows” instead of the
Iraqi War.
But I must confess I don’t really care
about the war either. I want this draft for
selfish reasons. Too many of my students
waste too much breath whining about
nothing, and I just want it to stop. If you’re
facing a draft, think how much you’ll study.
Think how focused you will be.

Jay
Prefontaine
Jay Prefontaine is an instructor
of English at Eastern.
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39,000 sickened pets
New estimate based
on veterinary chain’s
treatment numbers
The Associated Press

Eric Hiltner | The Daily Eastern News

Monday afternoon’s setting sun pours into the Booth Library and
provides light for Danielle LaPrairie, a junior communication disorders
and sciences major, as she studies for a test.

DID YOU KNOW...

WASHINGTON — Pet food
contaminated with an industrial
chemical may have sickened or killed
39,000 cats and dogs nationwide,
based on an extrapolation from
data released Monday by one of the
nation’s largest chains of veterinary
hospitals.
Banfield, The Pet Hospital, said
an analysis of its database, compiled
from records collected by its more
than 615 veterinary hospitals,
suggests that three out of every
10,000 cats and dogs that ate the pet
food contaminated with melamine
developed kidney failure. There
are an estimated 60 million dogs
and 70 million cats in the United
States, according to the American
Veterinary Medical Association.
The hospital chain saw 1
million dogs and cats during the
three months when the more
than 100 brands of now-recalled
contaminated pet food were sold. It
saw 284 extra cases of kidney failure
among cats during that period, or a
roughly 30 percent increase, when

» Pets
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WE ARE RAISING THE BAR IN STUDENT HOUSING AT EIU
APPLY ONLINE TODAY AT
www.universityvillagehousing.com

Grant View Apartments
Brand new across from Lantz
•4 Bedroom/2 Bathrooms
•Fully furnished
•Spaces available for Spring & Fall 2007
close to campus
located on the corner of
1st and grant
Call Today for Reservations
345-3353 or grantviewapts.com
Alpha Phi

Alpha Phi

Alpha Phi

Where: Alpha Phi House in Greek Court

4-7 pm

Alpha Phi

When: Wednesday, April 11th from

Al-
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Alpha Phi

Alpha Phi

Alpha Phi

Alpha Phi

What: A Spring Informational

PINETREE
APARTMENTS

across from Carman Hall

Alpha Phi

Alpha Phi

You’re Invited to join the woman of Alpha Phi

“Everything that was originally
thought has been questioned,” he
said.
On Thursday, Sen. Dick
Durbin (D-Ill.) will hold a panel
to investigate the nation-wide pet
food contamination. If consumers
have a brand that is recalled,
checking the label can ensure its
safety and it never hurts to call and
ask about the food suggests Jessica
Christan, a vet assistant at Albin
Animal Hospital in Mattoon.
“Residents have had a lot of
concern, but we have had no cases,”
she said. “People just need to be
aware of what they are feeding their
animals.”
Recently, other companies have
begun recalling their products.
On March 16, Nestle’s Purina

confirmed deaths to the more than
3,000 unconfirmed cases logged by
one Web site.
“On a percentage basis it’s not
breathtaking, but unfortunately
it’s a number that, if it was your
pet that was affected, it’s too high,”
veterinarian Nancy Zimmerman,
Banfield’s senior medical adviser,
said of the newly estimated
incidence rate.
In another estimate Monday,
the founder of a veterinary group
said 5,000 to 10,000 pets may
have fallen ill from eating the
contaminated food, and 1,000 to
2,000 may have died.
The estimate was based on a
Veterinary Information Network
survey of 1,400 veterinarians among
its 30,000 members. About onethird reported at least one case, said
Paul Pion, the Network’s founder.
He cautioned that a final, definitive
tally isn’t possible, and that even
his estimate could be halved — or
doubled.
“Nobody is ever going to know
the truth,” Pion said. “It’s always
going to be a guess.”
Also Monday, the Web site
petconnection.com said it had
received reports of 3,598 pet deaths,
split almost evenly between dogs
and cats. The site cautioned that the
numbers were unconfirmed.
Pet Care Company voluntarily
withdrew its Mighty Dog and Alpo
lines of cuts and gravy style foods.
On March 30, Hill’s Pet
Nutrition, Inc., recalled its
veprescription diet feline dry food
that is only sold by veterinarians.
The last recall was on March
31 with Del Monte Pet Products
recalling certain pet treats such as
“Jerky Treats,” Gravy Beef Sticks
and Pounce Meaty Morsels.
The FDA has had about 10,000
complaints from owners.
“These numbers may cause
panic and can easily be speculated,”
Weber said.
Dr. Gene Niles, Veterinarian and
Director of the Centralia Animal
Disease Laboratory in Centralia
also agreed.
“Total numbers of animals
affected by this is still unknown,”
he said. He also said it would take
a while to sort out and understand
what has happened.

LINCOLNWOOD
Apartments
2&3 bedrooms

Alpha Phi

Alpha Phi

Alpha Phi

compared with background rates.
“It has meaning, when you see
a peak like that. We see so many
pets here, and it coincided with
the recall period,” said veterinarian
Hugh Lewis, who oversees the
mining of Banfield’s database to do
clinical studies. The chain continues
to share its data with the Food and
Drug Administration.
FDA officials previously have said
the database compiled by the huge
veterinary practice would probably
provide the most authoritative
picture of the harm done by the
tainted cat and dog food.
From its findings, Banfield
officials calculated an incidence rate
of .03 percent for pets, although
there was no discernible uptick
among dogs. That suggests the
contamination was overwhelming
toxic to cats, Lewis said. That is in
line with what other experts have
said previously.
At least six pet food companies
have recalled products made with
imported Chinese wheat gluten
tainted with the chemical. The
recall involved about 1 percent of
the overall U.S. pet food supply.
Measuring the tainted food’s
impact on animal health has proved
an elusive goal. Previous estimates
have ranged from the FDA’s
admittedly low tally of roughly 16

Balconies
Patios
Volleyball
Pool

1st & 2nd Semester
Leases Available

Reasonable Utilities

Laundry
Facilities

Free
Parking

Terrific Apartments

345-6000

2219 9th St. Apt. 17

SHOWTIMES FOR APR 9 – APR 12

SHOOTER (R) DAILY 6:45
PREMONITION (PG 13) DAILY
7:00

GRINDHOUSE (R) 5:10 9:10
THE REAPING (R) 4:30 7:10
9:50
FIREHOUSE DOG (PG) 4:10 6:45
9:30ARE WE DONE YET (PG)
5:00 7:20 9:40
MEET THE ROBINSONS (G) 4:00
6:30 9:00 BLADES OF GLORY
(PG 13) ON TWO SCREENS 3:45
5:45 7:00 8:00 9:20 10:15
TMNT (PG) 4:20 6:20 8:30
WILD HOGS (PG 13) 5:20 7:40
10:00
300 (R) 4:45 7:30 10:10

Al-
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The Associated Press

Pentagon identifies remains of
10 airmen lost in World War II
WASHINGTON — The remains of 10
U.S. airmen, including Staff Sgt. Thomas
G. Knight from Illinois, missing in action
since a World War II mission over New
Guinea have been identified and will be
returned to their families for burial, the
Pentagon said Monday.
Wreckage of a World War II-era
bomber was found in Morobe Province
in New Guinea in 2001, according to
the Defense Department’s Prisoner
of War/Missing Personnel Office.
A team surveyed the site in 2002
and recovered remains as well as
identification tags and other objects.

Illinois Representative to seek
more funds for Darfur
WASHINGTON — U.S. Rep. Ray
LaHood called Monday for more U.S. help
for the Darfur region of Africa after seeing
firsthand the humanitarian crisis there.
The Illinois Republican traveled to
Darfur as part of an overseas trip during
which he and 10 other congressmen
spent three days in Sudan, the largest
African nation. They returned Saturday.
LaHood said the U.S. currently
gives about $2 billion a year through
the United Nations to help refugees in
Darfur. He said he would seek an asyet-unspecified increase in funding.

Illinois cold ripens growers’
worries, not peaches
ST. LOUIS — Last week’s stretch
of subfreezing temperatures has many
Illinois peach growers fearing that their
orchards sustained heavy damage,
jeopardizing this year’s crop.
Any substantial loss to the crops
could translate into higher prices for
the fruit at grocery stores and farmer’s
markets, although the effects won’t be
known for some time yet.
More than 40 U.S. states grow
peaches, and growers last year
produced 1.3 billion pounds of peaches,
according to the National Peach Council.
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Senator’s wife received $70k raise
Lorrie Rickman Jones’
60% wage increase
awarded before final
legislative approval

tuesday
4.10.07

Y
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state | politics

SPRINGFIELD — Soon to
marry one of Illinois’ most powerful
politicians, Lorrie Rickman Stone
was promoted to a new state job in
September 2005.
Two months later, she wed
Senate President Emil Jones. And
two months after that, her salary
had soared by nearly $70,000.
The Blagojevich administration
created a special salary class for her
position alone, so the psychologist
– now Lorrie Rickman Jones – saw
her pay rise from $116,460 to
$186,000, a 60 percent increase,
The Associated Press found after a
review of state documents.
Her raise took effect two weeks
before the new job classification
was officially created and 4 1/2
months before the classification
received final legislative approval.
Jones’ job as mental health
director involves a budget of more
than $700 million and supervising
10 state facilities chiefs responsible

Career timeline of senate president’s wife
Timeline of the state government career of Lorrie Rickman Jones, who was promoted
to a new job and got pay raises totaling nearly $70,000 around the time she married
Senate President Emil Jones:

» Jan. 18 2002: Hired by the Illinois Department of Human Services, serving as

a mental health program manager at Madden Mental Health Center in Hines, making
$107,000.

» Sept. 16, 2003: Promoted to deputy director for clinical operations in the central
office, making $116,460.

» November 2004: Engagement to Emil Jones is announced.
» Sept. 15, 2005: Promoted to mental health program administrator; her salary is
increased to $151,260.

» Sept. 15, 2005: Civil Service Commission votes to create a new job classification for
her, effective Oct. 1, with a top salary of $186,000.

» Nov. 19, 2005: Marries Emil Jones.
» January 2006: Gets another raise, to $186,000.
» Feb. 6, 2006: Legislative approval takes effect for new job classification and salary
range.

– AP

for 3,000 employees – larger than
most agencies under the governor,
the administration said.
She makes more than the
governor or the agency director
and is among the agency’s twodozen highest-paid employees – all
physicians.
In an e-mailed statement, a
department spokesman said Jones’

salary was “commensurate with the
experience and education required to
fulfill the significant responsibilities
that go with the job.”
The Department of Human
Services argued the salary increase
gave Jones, who has a doctorate in
clinical psychology, the same pay as
her predecessor, a physician.
Emil Jones, a Chicago Democrat

and Gov. Rod Blagojevich’s most
ardent legislative ally, declined
to be interviewed. Spokeswoman
Cindy Davidsmeyer said the
senator had nothing to do with his
wife’s promotion or raise.
“Dr. Jones is an accomplished
professional,” Davidsmeyer said.
Lorrie Rickman Jones did not
respond to a request through a
spokesman for comment.
State law limits the amount of
money ordinarily paid to employees,
but DHS wanted to give Jones more.
The agency proposed a special job
category that applied only to her.
The administration asked the
Civil Service Commission to approve
the new classification, arguing that it
was necessary to attract high-quality
candidates for a demanding job. But
Jones was already in the job.
The commission voted on
Sept. 15, 2005, but its OK didn’t
take effect until Oct. 1, according
to commission documents and
officials. DHS insists it took effect
Sept. 15, and that’s when the
agency officially raised her salary
from $9,705 a month to $12,605.
She didn’t get the money,
however, until mid-October, when
DHS put an extra $3,000 in her
check as pay retroactive to Sept. 15.
State law prohibits back pay for
work already performed.

fulton county | wildlife conservation

Officials investigating pair of bald eagle shootings
$1,000 reward offered
for information leading
to charges
The Associated Press

PEORIA — Conservation
police are investigating the shooting
deaths of two bald eagles since
January in a rural central Illinois
county, authorities said Monday.
Few tips have surfaced, despite
a $1,000 reward for information
leading to charges in the deaths of
the federally protected birds, said
Tim Santel, the resident agent in
charge of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service’s office of law enforcement
in Springfield.

Jim Galeno | The Daily Eastern News

A bald eagle soars over Lake Charleston earlier this semester. Two bald
eagles were shot near Peoria around the same time.
“Unfortunately for us, most of
our witnesses are wildlife, so it’s
hard to get license plates and suspect
descriptions. We have to rely on the
public for help,” Santel said.

Authorities said both eagles were
killed in Fulton County, southwest
of Peoria and not far from the
Illinois River, a winter migration
route for bald eagles.

Come CHECK US OUT on April 10th at the Union from 10am-2pm.
Want to work inside for the summer???

WE HAVE OPENINGS FOR:
• Part Time Evening Hours		
• Limited Saturday		
sion

•Great Pay plus Commis-

Gain Great Sales Experience While Staying Cool Inside!!
217-639-1135

A mature bald eagle was found
alive Jan. 6 near Banner and died
three days later. A younger eagle
was found dead Feb. 11 near
Smithfield, according to the Illinois
Department of Natural Resources.
Both were killed by shotgun blasts.
Wildlife officials say they don’t
believe hunters were to blame.
“They’re not hunting by any
means. They’re little more than
a poacher,” said Matt Sprenger,
manager of the Chautauqua
National Wildlife Refuge near
Havana, along the Illinois River.

SLEEP IN
EAT OUT
breakfast till 2pm
EVERY DAY
345-7427
7th & Madison

across 7th Street from
the Uptowner
www.whatscookin.info
wireless internet
ready
Coming Soon!

THE FROG PRINCE
7 pm April 13, 14
2pm April 14
All seats $5
Phone 581.3110

At the Village Theatre
960 18th Street
Charleston, IL

Michigan | office shooting
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Fired worker attempts revenge nation
Ex-employee killed 1, wounded
2, then led police on car chase
The Associated Press

TROY, Mich. — An accounting firm
employee who was fired last week shot and killed
a woman and wounded two men Monday at the
suburban Detroit building where he worked,
then led officers on a high-speed chase, police
said.
Hours after the shooting, a motorist 50 miles
north of Detroit spotted a vehicle described on
radio reports and notified authorities, touching
off a 30-mile pursuit that passed through a
construction zone and reached speeds of 120
mph, officials said. Anthony LaCalamita III,
38, said nothing after officers surrounded him,
Genesee County Sheriff Robert J. Pickell said.

Officers found a 12-gauge pump-action
shotgun and three live shells in the vehicle, but
described LaCalamita as “subdued. Very, very,
very subdued,” the sheriff said.
LaCalamita’s calmness at the conclusion belied
a frantic mid-morning at the offices of Gordon
Advisors, a 40- to 50-employee company where
workers had been busy preparing tax returns.
“We heard pop, pop, pop,” smelled gunpowder
and heard co-workers yelling, said Jean Larson,
48, a staff accountant for G&C, a subsidiary of
Gordon Advisors.
“I heard one employee screaming, `He’s got
a gun. He’s got a gun.’ ... It was a panic. No
one knew what to do. No one knew where to
go.”
After briefly assembling in the employee
lunchroom, some employees opted to hole up
inside individual offices. Larson joined two
female co-workers, barricading the locked door

with chairs, turning off the lights and silencing
their cell phones.
Beneath a desk, the three curled up and kept
quiet.
“I was just so scared,” Larson said. “I just kept
thinking, `This can’t be happening.’”
Police said the person killed was a
63-year-old woman from Warren but would not
name her. A message posted Monday afternoon
on the accounting firm’s Web site said the office
would be closed Tuesday in memory of Madeline
Kafoury.
Larson said Kafoury was well-known and
well-liked. She said Kafoury retired last year
following the conclusion of tax season, but
returned part-time this year after her successor
quit.
Troy Police Lt. Gerry Scherlinck identified
the other victims as a 47-year-old man and a
48-year-old man.

Pentagon could extend Iraq stay
Decision could prolong
tours for up to 15,000
U.S. troops
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON
—
The
Pentagon is considering a plan to
extend the tours of duty for up to
15,000 U.S. troops serving in Iraq,
a defense official said Monday.
The idea is among options being
considered in response to a request
in the last couple of weeks by Gen.
David Petraeus, U.S. commander
in Iraq, said the official who spoke
on condition of anonymity because
the idea has not been approved.

Because Petraeus believes the
troop increase President Bush
announced in January has produced
some momentum in fighting
violence in Iraq, Petraeus wants to
maintain troops at that level past
the summer, the official said.
Defense officials are looking
at the idea of a maximum 120day extension for five active duty
brigades that would otherwise come
home in the coming months – four
ground units and one aviation
combat brigade totaling roughly
15,000 troops, the official said. The
plan would have to be approved by
Defense Secretary Robert Gates.
Other options also are on the
table. The official declined to name

BRING A BUCK TO CLASS.
SEND A NET. SAVE A LIFE.
NOTHING BUT NETS WEEK
Tuesday and Wednesday donations will be taken on the
quads. Stick an extra dollar in your pocket and help save a
life. $15 will get you a Nothing But Nets t-shirt.
For more Nothing But Nets events, go to “Nothing But Nets”
EIU on Facebook.

them but others have said previously
that sending some troops earlier than
planned also would be considered.
There are currently some
145,000 U.S. troops in Iraq.
Also on Monday, officials said
some 13,000 National Guard troops
are receiving notice to prepare for
possible deployment to Iraq, which
would be the second tour for several
thousand of them.
The orders had been anticipated,
but the specific units were not
announced until Monday. They
are the Army National Guard’s
39th Infantry Brigade Combat
Team, based in Little Rock, Ark.;
45th Infantry Brigade Combat
Team, Oklahoma City; the 76th

Infantry Brigade Combat Team,
Indianapolis, and the 37th Infantry
Brigade Combat Team, Columbus,
Ohio. The Guard units would
serve as replacement forces in the
regular troop rotation for the war,
and would not be connected to
the recent military buildup for
security operations in Baghdad, the
Pentagon said.
One unit would deploy in
December and the others in 2008,
the Army said.
“They are receiving alert orders
now in order to provide them
the maximum time to complete
their preparations,” the Defense
Department said in a separate
statement.
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nationbriefs
The Associated Press

Bush returns to work
on Immigration Plan

»

YUMA, Ariz. — President Bush
visited the U.S.-Mexico border Monday
to tout a guest worker program for
immigrants, pursuing a key domestic
policy goal despite chilly relations with
Congress.
The trip, a bookend to the visit that
Bush made to the same southwest
desert city last May, comes as tension
rises over a new immigration proposal
tied to the White House.

Imus suspended for two weeks
after inappropriate comment

»NEW YORK — CBS Radio and MSNBC
both said they were suspending Don
Imus’ morning talk show for two weeks
following his reference last week to
members of the Rutgers women’s
basketball team as “nappy-headed
hos.”
The suspension begins next
Monday.
While CBS made its
announcement without comment,
MSNBC said Imus’ regret at making
the inappropriate comment and his
stated dedication to changing the
show’s discourse made it believe
this was the appropriate response.

8 news

DONATIONS WELCOME AT
SPENCE’S ON JACKSON. HELP
KEEP PRICES LOW. 345-1469.
______________________4/12
SPENCE’S ON JACKSON. 722
JACKSON AVE. GREAT STUFF!
BE DIFFERENT, SHOP HERE.
TUES. - SAT. 1-5. 345-1469.
______________________4/12

Help Wanted: New car/truck
dealership seeking individuals for
part-time help cleaning/detailing
vehicles. Occasional Saturdays
with more hours available
during summer months. Will
work w/school hours as needed.
Must have valid driver’s license
w/ good driving record. Only
self-motivated,
honest,
and
hardworking people need apply.
Apply in person at Dan Pilson
Auto Center @ 2212 Lakeland
Blvd in Mattoon. Ask for John
Coari.
______________________4/10
The Mattoon Golf and Country
Club is now taking appliations
for Certified life guards apply in
person at the Clubhouse.
______________________4/12
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS!Phone
Agents
needed.
Part-time
evenings,7/hour+commission.
Innovative Staff Solutions.700
Lincoln Ave. Charleston Il Office
hours 8am-6pm M-F 639-1135
______________________4/13
Are you looking for a parttime evening position in a fun,
professional office atmosphere?
Ruffalo
Cody/Westsaff
is
seeking professional telephone
fundraisers. Flexible scheduling,
weekly paychecks. Part-time
evenings. No “cold calling”
required. Stop by Westaff at 651
Castle Dr. or call 345-1303 for
more information.
______________________4/20
!Bartending!
Up to $250/
day. No experience necessary.
Training provided. 800-965-6520
ext. 239
______________________4/30
Make up to $75 per online Survey.
www.cashtospend.com
______________________4/30
Doctors Office Receptionist
needed 25 hours per week. Apply
in person @ 2115 18th Street
Charleston
_______________________ 00
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Roommate needed. Female only.
3 bedroom, 2 bath. $325/month
+ utilities. 2 blocks from campus.
Call 618-367-0024.
______________________4/11
2 female roommates needed.
Amazing big house. Both get
own room. $395/mo. Utilities
included. Call Leigh at 217622-4035 or Ashley at 217-4154630.
______________________4/16
1 Roommate needed June of
‘07-May of ‘08. Great house
near campus $325 per mo. plus
utilities. Call Megan at 217-5496344
______________________4/19

For rent. Girls only; 2 bedroom
apts across from buzzard. 2
bedroom house away from
campus. call 345-2652
______________________4/11
Four Bedroom House. Washer/
Dryer, dishwasher, new furnace
with central air. Big yard and lots
of parking. No Pets. 11 month
lease. Call Jeff 815-671-1305.
______________________4/12
1521 2nd 6 bedroom. 1836
11th 5 bedroom. 1609 12th 2
bedroom. ALL HOUSES SOUTH
OF LINCOLN WITH A/C AND
W/D. 549-3273.
______________________4/12
Roomy 2 bdrm apt at 1507
Woodlawn. Dishwasher, off
street parking, laundry, trash, no
pets. Available May. $450 mo.
549-1694.
______________________4/13
Fall 2007 5 bdrm house 115
W Jackson; 3 bdrm house 107
W Jackson; adjacent houses.
excellent off street parking, W/D,
A/C, no pets. Phone 345-9665.
______________________4/13
GRAD/UPPERCLASSMAN
STUDENTS: VERY NICE 2
BEDROOM DUPLEXES TWO
BLOCKS WEST OF LANTZ. OFF
STREET PARKING CALL 3457682 LEAVE MESSAGE!
______________________4/13
1 Bedroom Apt. for rent MayAug on 6th and Lincoln. Call
708-341-7031. No Pets.
______________________4/16
Excellent location, excellent
condition. 1519 2nd St. 2 bath,
large front porch. For more
information call 217-493-7559.
______________________4/18
Large 4-5 bedroom house near
campus. 3 bathrooms, washer/
dryer, AC. very large bedrooms.
(217) 273-1395.
______________________4/19

Classified Advertising Rates

Student Classified Rates 581-2812
9-4 M-F

2 bed home. Close to campus.
No pets. $600/month. 345-5037.
______________________4/20
3 bed home. Close to campus.
No pets. $300/person. 345-5037.
______________________4/20
CLOSE-NEW-AFFORDABLE! 4
BEDROOM 2 BATH Washers
and Dryers, $295.00 each 3456100 www.jbapartments.com
______________________4/26
3 BR apartments available
for 2007-2208 school year.
Spacious,close to campus and
fully furnished. Must see to
believe how nice the apartments
are!www.unique-properties.net
217-345-5022
______________________4/27
GREAT LOCATION.
LARGE
ONE AND TWO BEDROOM
APARTMENTS. REASONABLE
RENT. TRASH, WATER PAID.
348-0209 OR 549-5624.
______________________4/30
2 BEDROOM 2 BATH LARGE
APARTMENT. W/D, BALCONY,
LOTS OF CLOSET SPACE.
EXTREMELY NICE. 217-3483075.
______________________4/30
2 BEDROOM 1 1/2 BATH
WITH
WALK-IN
CLOSETS.
DISHWASHER, W/D, CLOSE TO
CAMPUS. 217-345-9267.
______________________4/30
CHEAP CHEAP RENT: IF YOU
ARE LOOKING FOR A NICE APT.
WITH CHEAP RENT PERFECT
FOR 3 OR 4 STUDENTS. CALL
549-8734. 202 1/2 6TH ST.
______________________4/30
Best 1 person apts. Affordable.
Grads, Undergrads, staff. 3454489, Wood Rentals, Jim Wood
Realtor.
______________________4/30
DORM RATS! Get your own
efficiency with kitchen & bath.
5-12 months. 345-4489, Wood
Rentals, Jim Wood, Realtor.
______________________4/30
CHUCK VEGAS APARTMENTS.
EFFICIENCY STUDIO 1 AND 2
BDRM APARTMENTS AVAIL.
ON THE SQUARE. FREE CABLE,
INTERNET,
WATER,
AND
TRASH. 217-549-1699.
______________________4/30
ONE BEDROOM APT. LOCATED
AT 501 1/2 TAYLOR. 3 BLOCKS
FROM CAMPUS.
$300.00
MONTH. CALL 549-8734.
______________________4/30
NEW LUXURY 1 AND 3
BEDROOM APARTMENTS FOR
AUGUST 07-08, ONE BLOCK
NORTH OF OLD MAIN ON
6TH STREET. CENTRAL HEAT,
A/C, AND LAUNDRY FACILITY.
WATER ALLOWANCE, TRASH
SERVICE, AND OFF STREET
PARKING INCLUDED. 348-8249
www.ppwrentals.com
_______________________ 00

HOUSE FOR RENT AT 501
TAYLOR. GREAT LOCATION3 BLOCKS FROM CAMPUS.
3 BEDROOMS FOR 3 OR 4
STUDENTS.
A/C, CARPETED
EXCELLENT CONDITION. CALL
549-8734.
______________________4/30
1 bdrm apartment. Available
immediately.
$300/month.
Includes electric, water, and trash
pick-up. (217)549-5593 or (217)
549-1060.
_______________________ 00
Single apartment Charleston
Square. Small pets okay, Dave
345-2171, 9am-11am.
_______________________ 00
For Lease: Fall 2007, great
location!! 2 Bedroom duplex,
washer/dryer, central air, off
street parking, trash-yard mowing
included, 10 mo. Lease no
pets 24/7 maintenance, local
management, call today 217346-3583 or visit our website
www.eiustudenthousing.com
_______________________ 00
OLD TOWNE APARTMENTS:
1,2, &, 3 BEDROOMS. CLOSE
TO CAMPUS. 4 LOCATIONS TO
CHOOSE FROM 345-6533
_______________________ 00
AVAIL IMMEDIATELY large apt,
1 or 2 person Central air, w/d,
garage. No pets. 345-7286 www.
jwilliamsrentals.com
_______________________ 00
New Four Bedroom Apartments.
Extremely Close to Campus.
Across
from
Lantz.
Fully
Furnished. Call Today for Lowered
Rates. Grantview Apartments.
345-3353.
_______________________ 00
New construction: Available Fall
07. 3 BR 2 bath townhouse, two
can garage 1 block from campus.
Call 630-505-8374 for showing.
Call now only one left.
_______________________ 00
CHECK OUT LINCOLNWOOD
PINETREE APTS. 2 AND 3 BR.
CLOSE TO CAMPUS AND
BUZZARD. CALL 345-6000.
_______________________ 00
2 bedroom-Water,trash,DSL with
furnished leather furniture. 10
or 12 month lease. 254-8458 or
273-2048.
_______________________ 00
GREAT
LOCATION
20072008 SCHOOL YEAR. VERY
NICE 2, 3, 4, 5,& 6 BEDROOM
HOUSES, TOWNHOUSES AND
APARTMENTS.
FOR MORE
INFO VISIT US AT myeiuhome.
com OR CALL US AT (217)4937559.
_______________________ 00
*******NEW
1
BR
APTS
AVAILABLE AUG 07. PH 3487746.
www.CharlestonILApts.
com*******
_______________________ 00

$.30 per word for the first day
$.10 per word for each additional consecutive day

Non-student Classified Rates

$.50 per word for the first day
$.20 per word for each additional consecutive day

$10

Monthly Online classified advertising
available
@ www.dennews.com

$10

3 bedroom apartments, walking
distance to campus. Partially
furnished. 11 1/2 month lease
$250 each. 10 month lease $260
each. 345-3554 or 346-3161.
_______________________ 00
NOW LEASING for Fall 071,2&3 Bedroom Units. Great
locations,some include wireless
internet. Call for details 3457286
_______________________ 00
University Village. 4 bedroom
houses $450/per person. All
utilities included.345-1400
_______________________ 00
*******Fall 07-08 Many New
1,2,3 and 4 BR APTS Starting as
low as $240 mo. PP. 348-7746 or
visit www.CharlestonILApts.com.
*******
_______________________ 00
For Rent 5 or 6 bedroom house
and efficiencies. 2 blocks from
campus on 7th St. . Call 217728-8709
_______________________ 00
Four and Three BDRM Duplexes.
BUZZARD BUILDING. One
Block, Partly Furnished, Water &
Trash Paid, Lawn Services. 3453253
_______________________ 00
Nice Three BDRM 2 Bath Home.
One Block North OLD MAIN. C/
A, W/D, Dishwasher, Trash, Lawn
Services. Efficiency Apartment
Available. 345-3253
_______________________ 00
VILLAGE RENTALS Renting for
2007-2008 2 bedroom remodeled
apts., 3 bedroom house. Laundry
facilities and close to campus.
Call (217) 345-2516 EHO
_______________________ 00
FALL ‘07 - ‘08. 1426 9TH ST.
3 BEDROOM APARTMENTS.
CENTRAL AIR, DECK, OFF
STREET PARKING. LEASE AND
SECURITY REQUIRED. NO PETS.
348-8305.
_______________________ 00
FALL ‘07-’08; 1,2&3 BR.. APTS.
WATER & TRASH INCLUDED.
PLENTY OF OFF STREET
PARKING. BUCHANAN ST.
APTS.. CALL 345-1266.
_______________________ 00
GREAT HOUSE FOR 2007-08
AT 1515 2ND STREET. 3 BATHS,
C/A, W/D. TRASH INCLUDED.
345-3148 OR www.pantherpads.
com
_______________________ 00
FALL 07 - 4BR 2 Bath duplexes
1520 9th Street $350 per person.
Stove,
refrigerator,
micro,
dishwasher, washer/dryer. See
www.CharlestonILApts.com. Ph.
348-7746.
_______________________ 00
Near campus. 3 bdrm house. 10
month lease. W/D (217) 2731395.
_______________________ 00

SEITSINGER
APARTMENTS.
1611 9TH STREET. 1 BLOCK
EAST OLD MAIN. SUMMER
2007 AND FALL 2007-2008
COMPLETELY FURNISHED. 3
AND 9 MONTH INDIVIDUAL
LEASE. CALL 345-7136
_______________________ 00
PRICE REDUCED: BRITTANY
RIDGE -- RENTING FOR 07-08
SCHOOL YEAR. 4 BEDROOMS
2.5 BATH. UNIT HAS REF./
STOVE, AND W/D INCLUDED.
UP TO 5 STUDENTS POSSIBLE.
RENT REDUCED - $860.00.
CALL--317-9505.
_______________________ 00
MOVE-IN SPECIALS: BRITTANY
RIDGE RENTING FOR 07-08
SCHOOL YEAR. 3 BEDROOMS
2.5 BATHS, UP TO 4 STUDENTS.
UNITS HAVE W/D, REF., AND
STOVE INCLUDED.
RENT
REDUCED--$750.00
TOTAL
RENT. CALL 217.234.RENT.
_______________________ 00
Royal Heights Apts (behind
Subway): 3 Bedroom 1.5 Bath.
As low as $260 per/person.
Underground Parking. 345-0936
_______________________ 00
6 bdrm house, near campus. 10
month lease. W/D (217) 2731395.
_______________________ 00
M & L PROPERTIES FALL 2007
TOWNHOUSE APARTMENTS
FURNISHED; WASHER/DRYER
IN EACH APT; 2 BLOCKS FROM
CAMPUS. call 217-493-7559
_______________________ 00
Price reduced!! Brittany Ridge
townhouse 07-08 school year.
3 bdrm 2 1/2 bath, W/D, D/W,
central air, located within walking
distance of EIU. Free parking and
trash.$810/month Call (217) 5088035.
_______________________ 00
RENTING FOR 07-08.
4
BEDROOM
HOUSES
AVAILABLE. SANDERS & CO.
217-234-RENT.
_______________________ 00
FALL 07 - 2BR 12th or 18th Street
at $240 per person. See www.
CharlestonILApts.com. Ph. 3487746.
_______________________ 00
FALL 07 - 1BR Polk or A Street
$495 per mo.
See www.
CharlestonILApts.com. Ph. 3487746.
_______________________ 00
LOOKING
FOR
something
different? We have some 1,2&3
bedroom apts that fit the bill.
Modern,attractive,away from EIU
traffic. Dishwashers,laundry,A/C.
Williams Rentals 345-7286
_______________________ 00
2 bedroom apartments close to
campus. Quiet area. No pets. Call
345-7008
_______________________ 00

The End Game- Going Fast! Get ‘em while they last!
Select 1&2 BR apts for Grads or serious, quiet students
2BR house for the quiet twosome, 1/2 block to stadium
Brittany Ridge Townhouse, only one left!

1,2,3 Bedroom Close To Campus!!!
345-6533

Call for an
appointment!
1512 A Street. P.O Box 377
Charleston, IL. 61920
217-345-4489 - Fax 345-4472
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» Murphy
This shows the sign of an
improving runner, who often
go out fast in a race. For
Kennedy to wait and take it
out early in the lead, was a
sign of leadership.
Kennedy
had
some
previous injuries and shown
she had improved with a
season best at the Big Blue
Classic.
“I know she’s been having
some injuries (issues),” said
senior distance runner Nicole
Flounders. “She’s so much
better than she shows.”
Flounders said Kennedy
is an extremely hard worker
and she has had to battle
injury issues for the two years
she has been here.
In the indoor season,
Kennedy fought a torn
muscle in her shin that has
bothered her since Spring
2006.
She now wears a black
shin sleeve for the problem.
“It’s hard to race when
you’re not in shape,”
Flounders said of Kennedy.
Kennedy’s win will help
boost her confidence and help
other team members down
the road for the Ohio Valley

Conference Outdoor track
and field championship.
Flounders said Kennedy
keeps the team level and has
a good attitude for the team.
The slower heats for track
meets might not always
provide the fastest times, but
they can help the runner.
In the women’s 100meter preliminaries Saturday,
sophomore, Molly Clutter
did not have to worry about
winning her heat.
She was one of only two
competitors.
Her win in the slower
heat of 13.21 seconds helped
her place in a good lane for
the finals.
She placed third in the
finals and ran under 12.99
seconds to help the Panthers’
point total at the Big Blue
Classic.
At the 2007 NCAA
Indoor Track and Field
Championships, Tennessee
runner
Courtney
Champions finished third
overall in the 200-meter dash
and came from the slower
section.
Slower heats provide
confidence to runners,
especially Eastern’s.
The
team
needs
confidence if they want to
claim two more OVC titles
for the outdoor season.

NICE 2 BEDROOM FURNISHED
APARTMENT ON THE SQUARE.
CENTRAL A/C, CARPETED,
DISHWASHER. AVAILABLE JUNE
1. $450/MONTH INCLUDES
TRASH AND WATER. 3454010.
––––––––––––––––––––––– 00
For Lease: Fall 2007, 3 and 4
bedroom apt., central air, ceiling
fans, washer/dryer, off street
parking, trash-yard mowing
included, 10 1/2 month lease,
no pets, 24/7 maintenance, local
management, DSL wiring in all
rooms. Great Location. Call today
217.346.3583 or visit our website
at www.eiustudenthousing.com
––––––––––––––––––––––– 00
For Lease: Fall 2007, 2 or 3
bedroom house-2,3,4, or 5
tenants. Rent that best suites
you. Ceiling fans, yard mowing
included, no pets. Great locationclose to O’Brien football field, off
street parking, 10 mo. lease, 24/7
maintenance, local management.
Pictures and more information at
www.eiustudenthousing.com
––––––––––––––––––––––– 00
FIRST TIME avail to studentscute house for 3 females. Grant
street, Custom kitchen, w/d, a/c,
new refrigerator, really nice. No
pets. 345-7286
––––––––––––––––––––––– 00
1, 2, 3, and 4 bedrooms. Trash
and parking included. Great
location. Call 217-345-2363.
––––––––––––––––––––––– 00

TUDOR STYLE HOME, avail
to female students for the first
time. Sunken living room, Dining
room, Full basement, w/d, 4
bedrooms, no pets. 345-7286
––––––––––––––––––––––– 00
5-1Br
2-2Br, extra large
apartments, partially furnished.
Available May 16. Ideal for
couples. Located at 741-745
6th St. Rent $360-$410 per
apartment. Water and trash paid.
Call 581-7729 or 345-6127.
––––––––––––––––––––––– 00
2 bdrm. duplexes available for
fall, washer/dryer, central air,
new carpet, very efficient and
affordable, trash included, leasing
flexible. Call 217-346-3583.
––––––––––––––––––––––– 00
2, 3, & 4 bdrm apartments
available for fall, washer/dryer,
central air, new carpet, 10 1/2
month lease, trash included. Call
217-346-3583.
––––––––––––––––––––––– 00
TWO BEDROOM HOUSE WITH
FAMILY ROOM, W/D. 1810
JOHNSON ST. $260/PERSON.
348-5032, 549-3241.
––––––––––––––––––––––– 00
CLOSE-NEW-AFFORDABLE! 4
BEDROOM 2 BATH Washers
and Dryers, $295.00 each 3456100 www.jbapartments.com
––––––––––––––––––––––– 00
3 bedroom nice house. Central
Air/Washer Dryer/Bar. Off street
parking. Call 217-202-4456
––––––––––––––––––––––– 00
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panther briefs | women’s golf and men’s tennis

Golf outing canceled due to weather
The Illini Invitational was canceled
this past weekend for the first time in
its 31 years because of frigid weather
conditions.
Senior Chelsea Bach said not making
up the golf hopefully won’t affect them
at conference.
Having this time will allow them to
do some team bonding, Bach said.
“I tell them to take it as a learning
experience, we need to focus on each
individual shot,” Bach said.
It was hard coming in as the only
senior, Bach said.

non sequitur | wiley miller

LIO | Mark tatulli

She said some of the girls had their
own inside jokes, and she did not want
to come in between that.

Rutherford wins as Panthers drop
match on the road

Freshman Jeff Rutherford was the
lone victor against Northern Illinois in
Rockford on Monday. He won at No.
5 singles.
“He controlled the tempo of the
match,” said Eastern head coach John
Blackburn.
Rutherford is 13-4 during the spring

season.
Blackburn said Rutherford won his
match through a series of long rallies.
The Panthers (12-5) dropped the
rest of their matches against Northern
Illinois (5-8) en route to a 6-1 loss.
Eastern had won five of its previous
six matches before Monday’s loss.

-Compiled by Israel Carillo, Staff
Reporter, and Kevin Murphy, Associate
Sports Editor

10 sports

» Notebook
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He also leads Eastern in home
runs (7) and RBIs (25).
“We’ve got to keep doing our
main job,” Cobb said. “He’s been
the guy always getting the big hits.
It just makes us have to play a little
more of a small ball type game.”

Freshman leads this week’s
starting pitching rotation

Eastern’s starting pitching has
been a source of frustration for
much of the season. Tyler Kehrer
will get the first chance to ease those
frustrations Wednesday.
Kehrer, a freshman left-hander,
will start at Coaches Stadium when
the Panthers take on the Sycamores.
Kehrer sports a 2-1 record, but has a
6.12 ERA and opponents are hitting
.284 off him.
“My quote of the week is
‘fortune favors the bold,’” Schmitz
said. “We have four or five weeks

Advertise
today

call: 581-2816
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ahead of us. We
either get excited
about going after
that or we don’t.
We’ve been kind
of average and
we got to get
past the average
Tyler Kehrer
point.
People Freshman leftgot to pitch. I
handed pitcher.
just don’t see Kehrer has a
guys attacking 2-1 record with
the opponent.”
a 6.12 ERA.
Sophomore
right-hander
Brian Morrell
will start Thursday’s game against
NAIA school Olivet Nazarene.
Morrell sports a 1.59 ERA in
five appearances this year. The
6-foot-7 Quincy native started the
March 21 game against Chicago
State and gave up one hit in three
innings of work.
However, Morrell struggled in
his relief appearance in the second
game of Friday’s doubleheader
against Murray State.
Morrell pitched 1 1/3 innings

and did not give up a hit, but walked
five batters and allowed one run.

Kreke blasts first career home
run over centerfield fence

Sophomore second baseman
Jordan Kreke hit his first career
home run at Eastern this past
weekend.
Kreke hit Murray State pitcher
Lucas Allen’s first pitch in the
fourth inning over the fence in left
centerfield.
“When I hit it, it felt real good,”
Kreke said. “I figured with the wind
blowing out, it had a pretty good
chance.”
The solo home run cut the
Panthers’ deficit to 10-4, and was
the last run Eastern manufactured
against the Thoroughbreds.
The Bartelso native hit only .216
as a freshman, but has made up for
that this year.
Kreke has the third-best average
(.333) on the team. He started 12
games last year, but has already
started that number this year
through 25 games.

Kreke can also play at shortstop,
third base and second base.
“He’s probably our most valuable
defensive player because he’s able to
do a lot,” Schmitz said.

Cobb lowers hands to increase
batting average

Cobb came into his junior season
on a hitting roll.
Cobb was coming off a
sophomore season that saw him hit
.307, with 12 home runs and 42
RBIs.
He struggled last year, only
hitting .253 with one home run and
35 RBIs.
“It was real difficult last year
because I knew I was being counted
on as an offensive producer,” Cobb
said.
Cobb came into last weekend’s
series against Murray State only
hitting .215, with one home run
and 10 RBIs.
But he improved those numbers
with a productive weekend.
Cobb went 3-for-5 in the two
games against Murray, hit a solo

ok, so my subs really aren't gourmet and
we're not french either. my subs just taste
a little better, that's all! I wanted to
call it jimmy john's tasty sandwiches, but
my mom told me to stick with gourmet.
She thinks whatever I do is gourmet, but
i don't think either of us knows what it
means. so let's stick with tasty!

Established in Charleston, IL
in 1983 to add to students GPA
and general dating ability.

$4.10

8" SUB SANDWICHES

All of my tasty sub sandwiches are a full 8 inches of
homemade French bread, fresh veggies and the finest
meats & cheese I can buy! And if it matters to you,
we slice everything fresh everyday in this store, right
here where you can see it. (No mystery meat here!)

things up
with
advertising

581-2816

#1 PEPE®

Real applewood smoked ham and provolone cheese
garnished with lettuce, tomato, and mayo.

#2 BIG JOHN®

Medium rare choice roast beef, topped with
yummy mayo, lettuce, and tomato.

#3 SORRY CHUCKIE™

Fresh housemade tuna, mixed with celery, onions,
and our tasty sauce, then topped with alfalfa sprouts,
cucumber, lettuce, and tomato. (My tuna rocks!)

#4 TURKEY TOM®

Fresh sliced turkey breast, topped with lettuce,
tomato, alfalfa sprouts, and mayo. (The original)

#5 VITO®

The original Italian sub with genoa salami, provolone,
capicola, onion, lettuce, tomato, & a real tasty Italian
vinaigrette. (Hot peppers by request)

#6 VEGETARIAN
“i ve done it!
i ve finally
perfected my
formula for a
perfect business!
the secret was
advertising
all along!”
581-2816

Layers of provolone cheese separated by real
avocado spread, alfalfa sprouts, sliced cucumber,
lettuce, tomato, and mayo. (Truly a gourmet sub not
for vegetarians only . . . . . . . . . . . peace dude!)

J.J.B.L.T.™

Bacon, lettuce, tomato, & mayo.
(The only better BLT is mama's BLT)

+side items +
+
+
+
+
+
+

Soda Pop . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1.29/$1.49
Giant chocolate chip or oatmeal raisin cookie . . . $1.50
Real potato chips or jumbo kosher dill pickle . . . . $0.89
Extra load of meat . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1.25
Extra cheese or extra avocado spread . . . . . . . . . . $0.65
Hot Peppers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Free

freebies

(subs & clubs only)
Onion, lettuce, alfalfa sprouts, tomato, mayo, sliced
cucumber, Dijon mustard, oil & vinegar, and oregano.

home run and
drove in three
runs.
“ H o p e f u l l y,
this
weekend
shows he’s back
in full force,”
Huber said.
Jason Cobb
Heading into
Senior
We d n e s d a y ’s
designated
game
against
hitter. Cobb
Indiana State,
adjusted his
the
Panthers’
swing by
designated hitter
lowering his
is now hitting hands.
.250, with two
home runs and
13 RBIs.
An adjustment Schmitz and
the Eastern coaching staff made in
where Cobb holds his hands helped
this past weekend, Cobb said.
“We just lowered his hands,”
Schmitz said. “He tends to do
something when he’s up high. It’s
a rhythm that gets in a bad plane.
He doesn’t even get the bat through.
So we lowered them, and the bat
traveled better through the zone.

$5.10

Corporate Headquarters Champaign, IL

$3.10
PLAIN SLIMS™
Any Sub minus the veggies and sauce

slim
slim
slim
slim
slim
slim

1
2
3
4
5
6

Ham & cheese
Roast Beef
Tuna salad
Turkey breast
Salami, capicola, cheese
Double provolone

Low Carb Lettuce Wrap

JJ UNWICH™
Same ingredients and price of the
sub or club without the bread.

YOUR CATERING
SOLUTION!!!
BOX LUNCHES, PLATTERS, PARTIES!

DELIVERY ORDERS will include a delivery
charge of 25¢ per item (+/–10¢).
+ + + + JIMMYJOHNS.COM + + + +

$7.10

THE J.J.
GARGANTUAN™
This sandwich was invented by
Jimmy John's brother Huey. It's huge
enough to feed the hungriest of all
humans! Tons of genoa salami, sliced
smoked ham, capicola, roast beef,
turkey & provolone, jammed into
one of our homemade French buns
then smothered with onions, mayo,
lettuce, tomato, & our homemade
Italian dressing.

GIANT club sandwiches
My club sandwiches have twice the meat and cheese, try it
on my fresh baked thick sliced 7-grain bread or my famous
homemade french bread!

#7 GOURMET SMOKED HAM CLUB
A full 1/4 pound of real applewood smoked ham,
provolone cheese, lettuce, tomato, & real mayo!

#8 BILLY CLUB®

Choice roast beef, smoked ham, provolone cheese,
Dijon mustard, lettuce, tomato, & mayo.

#9 ITALIAN NIGHT CLUB®

Real genoa salami, Italian capicola, smoked ham,
and provolone cheese all topped with lettuce, tomato,
onion, mayo, and our homemade Italian vinaigrette.
(You hav'ta order hot peppers, just ask!)

#10 HUNTER’S CLUB®

A full 1/4 pound of fresh sliced medium rare
roast beef, provolone, lettuce, tomato, & mayo.

#11 COUNTRY CLUB®

Fresh sliced turkey breast, applewood smoked ham,
provolone, and tons of lettuce, tomato, and mayo!
(A very traditional, yet always exceptional classic!)

#12 BEACH CLUB®

Fresh baked turkey breast, provolone cheese, avocado
spread, sliced cucumber, sprouts, lettuce, tomato, and
mayo! (It's the real deal, and it ain't even California.)

#13 GOURMET VEGGIE CLUB®
Double provolone, real avocado spread, sliced
cucumber, alfalfa sprouts, lettuce, tomato, & mayo.
(Try it on my 7-grain whole wheat bread. This veggie
sandwich is world class!)

#14 BOOTLEGGER CLUB®

Roast beef, turkey breast, lettuce, tomato, & mayo.
An American classic, certainly not invented by J.J. but
definitely tweaked and fine-tuned to perfection!

#15 CLUB TUNA®

The same as our #3 Sorry Chuckie except this one
has a lot more. Fresh housemade tuna salad, provolone,
sprouts, cucumber, lettuce, & tomato.

#16 CLUB LULU™

Fresh sliced turkey breast, bacon, lettuce, tomato,
& mayo. (JJ's original turkey & bacon club)

WE DELIVER! 7 DAYS A WEEK
CHARLESTON

315 LINCOLN AVE.



217.345.1075

"YOUR MOM WANTS YOU TO EAT AT JIMMY JOHN'S!"
© 1 9 8 5 , 2 0 0 2 , 2 0 0 3 , 2 0 0 4 , 2 0 0 6 J I M M Y J O H N ’ S F R A N C H I S E , L L C . A L L R I G H T S R E S E RV E D . We R e s e r ve T h e R i g h t To M a k e A n y M e n u C h a n g e s .
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Softball | split at IUPUI

Adams’ offense
not enough
Panthers manage 19
hits, but don’t sweep
Staff Report

Senior Chelsea Adams did her
part offensively.
But Eastern’s pitching didn’t
hold it together for one inning
during Monday’s non-conference
doubleheader at Indiana-PurdueIndianapolis, giving the Panthers a
split against the Jaguars.
The Panthers won the first game
5-4, but lost the second game 7-5.
Adams finished 4-for-8 on the
day, with 2 home runs, 4 RBIs and
3 runs scored.
Eastern opened up a 5-1 lead in
the first game, thanks to back-toback home runs by Sarah Coppert
and Adams in the third inning.
Coppert hit an opposite field
shot to right field for her first home
run of the season and Adams pulled
her second home run of the season
to over the fence in left field.
Junior pitcher Maegan Golloway
relieved starter Karyn Mackie in
the fifth inning. Mackie allowed
three runs in the inning, cutting
Eastern’s lead to 5-4. But Golloway
recorded the final 2 outs of the
inning. She eventually earned her
second save of the season.
Eastern (15-20) struck first in
the second game.
With two runners on in the
third, Adams took a pitch from
IUPUI starter Angelica Espinosa
and hit it over the left centerfield
fence for her third home run of the
season.
The Jaguars (7-19) added 4 runs
in the bottom of the fourth to take
a 6-4 lead. Catcher Keshia Loweth
put IUPUI ahead 5-4 with a threerun home run to centerfield off
Panther starter Kathleen Jacoby.

IUPUI
first
baseman Mandy
Buckwalter added
a solo home
run in the same
inning.
The Panthers
pulled
to 6Chelsea
5 in the next
Adams
inning
when
Senior
sophomore
shortstop.
Chelsy Iapala
went 4-8 in the
scored on a
doubleheader
double steal.
with 2 HRs and
Eastern had
4 RBIs.
a chance to tie
the game in the
inning, but junior Robyn Mackie
was thrown out at home after
senior Sandyn Short singled up the
middle.

First game of Mon.’s DH
Eastern 5, IUPUI 4
Inning by Inning

EIU
IUPUI

102 020 0
010 030 0

RHE
5 10 0
482

WP: Howell, (4-8) LP: Mackie, Karyn (8-6)
E: Crockett, Boyta –IUPUI. LOB: EIU 6; IUPUI 5. 2B:
Adams, Short –EIU; Harvey –IUPUI. SB: Coppert
–EIU. SH: Iapala – EIU. HR: Coppert, Adams –EIU.
Harvey –IUPUI. HBP: Howell –IUPUI. DP: EIU 1. CS:
Danca –EIU; Harvey –IUPUI.
Key Inning: Top of the fifth
Senior designated hitter Katy Steele singled up
the middle to score junior first baseman Robyn
Mackie from second.

Second game of Mon.’s DH
IUPUI 7, Eastern 5
Inning by Inning

EIU
IUPUI

003 110 0
002 401 x

RHE
590
760

WP: Espinosa (3-2) LP: Jacoby, Kath. (6-10)
LOB: EIU 3; IUPUI 2. 2B: Coleman, Nolte, Iapala
–EIU. HBP: Buckwalter –IUPUI. SH: Raynes –IUPUI.
HR: Adams –EIU; Harvey, Loweth, Buckwalter
–IUPUI. SB: Adams, Militello, Iapala –EIU; Needy,
–IUPUI.
Key Inning: Bottom of the fourth
IUPUI catcher Keshia Loweth hit a three-run to centerfield. IUPUI first baseman Mandy Buckwalter
added a another home run for the Jaguars.

Amir Prellberg | the daily eastern news

Sophomore Keith Saunders slips in front of a defender at rugby practice behind O’Brien Stadium Monday
afternoon. The team is unlikely to become anything more than a club team due to Title IX compliance.

» Intensity
fr om page 12

Wilmarth said the hardest thing
about competing on the rugby
team is the club team status.
With an official Eastern sport, he
said, there is a coach there to drive
you and take care of equipment,
field setup and travel.
Those responsibilities fall more
on the players in a club sport,
Wilmarth said.
O’Grady said each team
member pays $60 in dues that
provide for liability insurance–
which is required to play other
teams–referees and union dues.
Wilmarth said it is also difficult
to get the word out about the team

because they play on a pitch way
out in the woods.
“We want to let people know
there is men’s rugby at Eastern,
too,” Wilmarth said.
However, the Hornets are likely
to remain just a club team.
Becky Carlson, a representative
of USA Rugby and former assistant
women’s rugby coach at Eastern,
said it is unlikely the NCAA will
add men’s rugby in the near future
because athletic departments not
in compliance with Title IX rules
must first add women’s teams.
According to the NCAA website,
“Title IX is a Federal statute created
to prohibit sex discrimination in
education programs that receive
Federal financial assistance.”
The original statute enacted

Background on the
hornets
» Unions a part of: Illinois Rugby
Football Union
Midwest Rugby Football Union
» Key rugby terms: Pitch- Field of
play
Try- A score worth five points. A player
must touch the ball down in the try zone

in 1972 did not apply to college
athletics, but the Javits amendment,
passed in 1974, required that
specificity in Title IX.
In part, Title IX was enacted to
provide the same opportunities for
female college athletes, and now it
is used to create a balance between
men’s and women’s sports.

Eastern Illinois University
Blood Drive
sponsored by the American Marketing Association
and Delta Sigma Phi

When: April 11
Time: 1pm to 7pm
Where: EIU Union Ballroom
FREE PIZZA to all Donors!

Does this look
familiar?
Well it should, check
us out online, and
you can sign up for
an online
subscription FREE!
We have podcasts,
slideshows, and the
same great stories
that the paper has
daily!
So check us out @
www.dennews.com
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sportsschedule
panther Sports schedule
men’s golf

TODAY at Tennessee State
Invitational | 3 p.m. Indianapolis
women’s tennis

TODAY vs. Southeast Missouri |
3 p.m. Darling Courts
softball

Wednesday vs. Southeast Missouri
| 2 p.m. Williams Field
baseball

Baseball | Notebook

Sore hamstring sidelines Huber
By Matt Daniels
Sports Editor

Eastern’s best hitter, and also the best hitter
in the Ohio Valley Conference, didn’t play in
the two games against Murray State this past
weekend.
Senior Erik Huber is dealing with a right
hamstring injury he suffered during the final
game of Panthers’ series at Tennessee-Martin
the first weekend in April.
“I was rounding third and just kind of felt
it,” Huber said.
I don’t think it pulled or anything. Just kind
of strained it, tweaked it.”
The 6-foot-6, 215-pound first baseman did

not work out in the field
last week, but took batting
practice all week, said
senior Jason Cobb, Huber’s
roommate.
“Last week was just kind
of let it rest,” Huber said.
“This week, we’re kind of
getting after it with some
running.”
Huber said he is hopeful
he can play at full speed
again this weekend when the
Panthers play at Jacksonville
State. Whether he plays at
all in Wednesday’s game

Erik Huber

Huber is a senior
first baseman.
He has been
dealing with a
hamstring injury
suffered at
Tenn-Martin.

against Indiana State or Thursday’s game
against Olivet Nazarene is unclear.
“When he is going live, is there kind of a
holding back of the muscle or is it tight?” asked
Eastern head coach Jim Schmitz. “If it’s tight,
then he’s probably able to go. But if also that
muscle in the hamstring muscle keeps pulling
back, he’s obviously being restricted from going
full-go.”
Huber leads the OVC in hitting (.468),
slugging percentage (.798) and on-base
percentage (.509).
He also has a 21-game hitting streak, which
is believed to be the third longest in Eastern
baseball history.

»

see Notebook, Page 10

Men’s Rugby | Club Sport

Wednesday vs. Indiana State |
3 p.m. Coaches Stadium
Volleyball

Wednesday vs. Western Illinois |
5 p.m. Lantz Arena
Men’s Soccer

Wednesday vs. SIU-Edwardsville |
5:30 p.m. EIU’s Practice Field
baseball

Thursday vs. Olivet Nazarene |
3 p.m. Coaches Stadium

kevinmurphy
Running with the pack

Slow heats
provide for
interesting
match-ups
Stats do not always tell the
truth.
Sophomore Jeremy Wheeler
may have finished in eighth place
overall in the 1,500-meter run on
Saturday at the Big Blue Classic at
O’Brien Stadium but he actually
finished first – in his heat.
Wheeler was able to show his
strength and put two moves on the
runner in front of him.
They went back and forth in a
race that was far more interesting
than some of the other uncontested
races.
Wheeler won his heat in 4
minutes, 9.53 seconds. This is a
personal record for him.
Sophomore Meghan Kennedy
won her heat of the 800-meter
race.
She was listed overall as seventh.
She finished in 2:30.10.
She ran a good race, sitting on
the tail of Indiana State’s Sarah
Engle. Kennedy made a smart
decision to pass Engle on the
second lap.

»

see murphy,
Page 9

Kevin Murphy is a freshman journalism
major. He can be reached at
kjmurphy@eiu.edu.

Amir Prellberg | the daily eastern news

Sophomore Nick Carumusa sprints away from defenders during rugby practice behind O’Brien Stadium Monday afternoon. The club team, called
the Hornets, did not qualify for the playoffs in the fall but use the spring season to keep in shape.

Intensity draws athletes to rugby
Club team draws about 75
to 100 fans per game
By Scott Richey
Online News Editor

Matt O’Grady knows the intensity of
rugby.
In five years of playing, the senior and team
president of Eastern’s club rugby team has
broken his jaw, collarbone and wrist.
He is recovering from shoulder surgery.
Despite this, O’Grady said he loves to play
the game he describes as a total team sport.
He said it is a controlled game of 15 men
versus 15 men where no one can dominate the
field.
O’Grady said rugby games are fast-paced
and intense.
“It would be like going to an Eastern
football game with no one wearing pads,” he
said.
O’Grady said despite club team status, the
team is well supported.
He said the team draws about 75 to 100
fans to their ‘pitch’ which is an intramural field

located behind O’Brien Stadium.
“We want each of the guys to try and bring
one fan to the game so the visiting team has
people to play in front of,” O’Grady said.
The rugby team belongs to the Illinois
Rugby Football Union and plays the majority
of its games against other club teams from
Illinois and Indiana.
There are two seasons for men’s rugby,
O’Grady said.
The Hornets compete in the regular season
during the fall normally for the playoffs in the
spring.
But since the Hornets did not qualify for
the playoffs, they use the spring season to keep
in shape for the fall.
Standing just 5-foot-9 and weighing 175
pounds, O’Grady said he started playing
rugby because he was not big enough to play
college football and wanted something to do
to remain athletic.
The Hornets face off against bigger
opponents on a regular basis. As one of the
smaller guys on the team, O’Grady said
his mindset on the pitch is to use his speed
advantage to overcome the power of the other
team members.
Eastern junior Chad Wilmarth’s start in

rugby was different from O’Grady’s.
Wilmarth started playing rugby when he
got to Eastern.
After playing three sports in high school,
Wilmarth said his plans were to play a college
sport, and for a time he did.
Wilmarth competed on Eastern’s wrestling
team for one year but he said he decided to
switch to rugby because wrestling became too
much like a job.
Rugby offered Wilmarth a chance to stay
active and still have an athletic career of sorts.
A benefit of joining the rugby team,
Wilmarth said, was the opportunity to meet
new guys and create new friendships both on
and off the pitch.
At 5-foot-10 and 200 pounds, Wilmarth
said he is one of the average-sized guys on the
team.
One thing Wilmarth said the team
emphasizes is not to be intimated by bigger
guys.
He takes that philosophy to heart while on
offense.
“When I have the ball, I’m going to run
over that guy in front of me,” Wilmarth said.

»

see Intensity, Page 11

